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.POSEY'S COLLECTION OF INDIAN RELICS

One of the most valuable collection of Indian

relics and articles of Indian manufacturers in

Oklahoma has been deposited with the University of

Oklahoma by Mrs. Alex Posey, of Muskogee, widow of

the Creek poet. The collection is one assembled by

ivir. Posey and. Mrs. Posey has loaned it to the university

for safekeeping and for exhibition purposes. Prof.

Thoburn, of the department of history of the university

is now cataloguing the collection and placing it in

exhibition cases in the administration building,

The most valuable portion of the collection,

sside.from personal relies of the poet is the collection

of Greek pottery. Pottery is now a lost art among the

Creeks. When Mr. Posey was on the Dawes commission

and for years previous he went among the older members

of the tribe, gathering wherever he could specimens
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of the pottery made by the old. Creek women, The

collection embraces sof—ky bowls, crude water bottles

and shallow bowls and kettles used by the Creeks

for cooking. In addition to the pottery the collection

loaned the university includes wooden spoons, carved

out of solid pieces of wood by hand, stirring paddles,

bows and arrows, sticks and balls used by the Creeks

in playing Indian ball, probably the original game of

this country; and tortoise shell dance rattles.

These dance rattles are made of the whole shells

of tortoise, polished and filled with smooth roung

pebbles. The shells were bound on the ankles of the

dancers with leather thongs and make a monotonous

rhythm as the Indian dances. Often the dance rattles

weighed several pounds each.

The Posey collection of Indian relics was pro-

bably the most valuable collection in Muskogee with

the exception of that owned by Miss Alice Robertson.

Miss Robertson's collection embraces more fine examples

of old pottery and includes hundreds of personal

relics of famous Creek and. Cherokee chiefs,

Included in the collection of Indian relics

and articles V'Aich Mrs. Posey has carefully preserved
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since the tragic death of her famous husband are

manuscript copies of many interesting places in

in Indian territory that he photographed and then

made famous in verse. Alex Posey was drowned in

the Canadian river in 1908 in the Liay overflow

and his body was not recovered for several weeks.
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